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Critiral 0ttS. 

NEW LEXIC:AL AND CRITICAL SUGGESTIONS. 

gm: "Prophet." 

None of the etymologies given so far would seem satisfactory. Of 
the latest, that it means originally "speaker," advanced by Konig and 
adopted in the New Hebrew Lexicon, "spokesman, speaker, prophet," 
Smend says, rightly, I believe: "Aber nach dem, was ^1vir von den 
ltesten Nebiim in Israel hbren, heisst Sn': schwerlich s. v. a. 
Sprecher." (A. T.liche Religionegeschichte2, p. 80, note.) 

I should like to propose to connect the stem with the Assyrian gr: 

"to carry off, to tear away violently" (cf. Delitzsch, HWB.), rather than 
with Sm: " to speak." 

The original meaning of the stem is still seen in 1 Sam. 18 :10, where 
it is used of madness, insanity. 

Sm: means therefore originally one who is carried away (by a super- 
natural power). It may be remembered that insanity was sacred to the 
Israelites, the insane man being believed to be possessed by a super- 
natural power. Significant is also the connection of S:L7D7: with s::n7:, 

T :. : .. _ . . 

Jer. 29: 26. Others have already pointed to the parallel use in Greek 
,uavtcs from ,uacvea@az. 

t7eXp,Isa.29:21. 

18tP' mYtm n'?i:b 
It is usually thought that U:lp is a by-form of 7Dp "to lay snares.' 

But it is a question svhether this is true. The lIebrew proper names 
ttU:lp, u3t1? X :i? indicate that the Israelites had a root 7D:p, which 
must mean something else than "to lay snares." Now Professor 
Delitzsch has pointed out (Prolegomena, p. 211) that the Assyrian kasu 
is very probably to be connected with it. There can be little doubt that 
he is correct. 

But if we have the stem UDlp "to give a present, to donate" in these 
proper names, there is no reason why we should not also bring the 7Dlp 
of Isa. 29:21 in connection with this kAsu, provided only that the 
meaning fit. I think it does so very well. 

The people described are such as make others to appear guilty before 
the judge with a word; it is so easy for them because they have given 
presents to the judge, have bribed him the sentence is a circumstantial 
clause ! they pervert justice with remarkable ease. 
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rnP, 1 Eings 11:25; Isa. 7 . 

It-isplainthatin 52:iD: Vp>1, 1Kings11:25, 37bp cannot mean 
* T: *: TT 

"to be disgusted, to abhor," for that gives no good sense. We should 
expect a verb further explaining in how far he was a lti: to Israel. 

r T 

It is significant that the meaning 'sto be digusted, etc." does not fit 
in Isa. 7: 6 either. 

In both passages the correctness of the Massoretic test has been 
doubted; but that seems to be unnecessary; for, if we compare the cor- 
responding Assvrian root :p, we find a meaning which would fit in 
both passages excellently, namely "to flay, to skin." Both times it is, 
of course, used metaphorically, meaning as much as doing the very 
worst thing to somebody. 

S1t,Ps.35:17. 

I suggest to compare the Assyrian sAt u "oppression, harassment " 
(cf. Delitzsch, HWB.). Tt is exactly the meaning which we need here, 
and would seem to fit better than any of the renderings gotten by 
emendations of the test. 

:mr >r :Neph. 3:3; Hab. 1:8. 

The translation " evening wolves," or " wolves at evening time," carries 
with it little convincing force. LgX did not understand it so; it trans- 
lates XVKOt nS 'ApaAcasX and that seems much more natural. 

Nothing need be changed except the punctuation- mNg instead of 
mNS In Isa. 21:13 mNS means "desert plateau, steppe" (cf. New- 
Hebrew Lewicon, s. v.). 

mNg tST should then be translated "wolves of the steppe." There 
seems to be an objection to this rendering in Zeph. 3: 3, where the clausev 
Npmj t:n: Si follows immediately upon m¢Y mST. But that clause .. ... .. ... 
has as yet not been intelligible, and it is quite possible that we have to 
read there ¢)"3nj t¢25 i; "not do they bring to an end, i. e., cease to 

*- - * : IT 

search (to lie in wait t)." As it is, no objection can be drawn from it. 
It makes, however, clear how the Massorites came to punctuate t:5? 
and, having once punctuated it thus in Zeph. 3: 3, it was only natural to 
treat it in the same manner in Ilab. 1: 8. 

:n18X, Job 36: 2 2 . 

in5m :nzt' b-7^ 
^ . . . .. t 

rlir mmu: r 

That nn: cannot mean here "teacher' is plain from the contest, 
:- 

which requires some word expressing the majesty of God. Some trans- 
late, therefore, with LXX, "lord," and compare Aram. S¢2. But 
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whether Aram. S::, po may be compared is more than doubtful. And 
it is not necessary. For if ;:nl: is a derivate from ;:n, the meaning 
'lord, ruler," which is required here, is already given in the stem, 
because t¢ does not simply mean "to show, to instruct, teach," but 
also, as the Assyrian shows, "to lead, to rule." It is therefore not neces- 
sary to change the test; ^:i: is altogether correct, meaning "ruler," 
" dux." 

It is also possible though I think not so plausible-to change 
nnn: into S:l:, comparing Ps. 76 :12. The change of the s into n 
* *] s qulte easy. 

I believe that ;::i7: means "ruler, leader" also in the names of the 
. . 

places ;nni^A: 5i5g, Gen. 12:6; 2¢i: Di5S, Deut. 11:30; ̂ ¢it2 >gnO, 
.. . .. . .. .. .. . . 

EJUdg. 7:1. 
JULIES A. BEWER. 

NEW YORK. 
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